The Chicago Series
The best term to describe this series is simply: “Screaming Deco”. These fixtures are all substantial with a great dark/light pewter contrast. All shades for this series are sold separately for better choice of ambiance.

**173-ZN-MCS** Single light with porcelain socket. Easily accepts a 100 watt bulb. Pictured with both a frosted 0319G shade and an amber 0319AMG shade. Meas: Ht: 8 1/2" with an 8" dia with our shade. $225.00 fixture only.

**174-ZN-2CC** A double pendant light with porcelain sockets. Easily accepts 100 watt bulbs. Pictured with both frosted 0319G shades and amber 0319AMG shades. Meas: Ht: a mere 8 1/4", Long-Width: 15 1/2"; Short-Width: 8 1/4". Shades are sold separately. $285.00 fixture only.

**176-ZN-5CC** A full five light chandelier with porcelain sockets. Easily accepts 100 watt bulbs. Pictured with amber 0319AMG shades. Could not resist showing the light, without the shades, since the metal frame itself is just so very nice indeed. Meas Ht: a mere 8 1/4", W: 16 1/2" $395.00

**177-ZN-ES** A single sconce with porcelain socket. Easily accepts a 100 watt bulb. Pictured with both a frosted 0319G shade and an amber 0319AMG shade. Meas Ht: 11" and a width of 5 3/8". Projects into the room only 5 3/8" with either of our 0319 shades. $255.00

**178-ZN-DES** A double sconce with porcelain sockets. Easily accepts 100 watt bulbs. Pictured with both the frosted 0319G shades and the amber 0319AMG shades. Meas Ht: 11" and a width of 10 3/4". Projects into the room only 5" with our shown shades. $285.00

Both 319 shades meas: Ht: 6 1/4" by W: 3 1/2", 2 1/4" fitter

**0319G** Art Deco design Frosted glass Shade $35.00

**0319AMG** Art Deco design Amber glass Shade $37.50